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Useful information for good alert

A) - For each equine, thank you to contact:

1- name (and name if different use of the official name);
2- breed or type;
3- age (or at least the year of birth);
4- size;
5- coat color;
6- sex (for male, specify integer or gelding);
7- marks or scars (balzane, list, chestnut, scars ...);
8- transponder number (chip, microchip) - Specify whether to publish in the alert.
(It consists of 15 digits, no letters. If this often as the French Code Barre-chip often starts with 250 
25 ??? ??? ???)
9- Ferré is not rail?
10- 2 pictures (if possible, or at least seen his full height without tack or rider)

(Numbers 1 and 8, are optional for animals found) 

At the time of the disappearance (or animals found):
11- Was rail? (If yes specify whether all feet are not)
12- he wore accessories (halter, blanket ...)

B) - Other information
13. Date of incident (disappearance or found)
14- place (name of the municipality, postal code, country)

15. Name of the owner or the person giving the alert for animals found (not released)
16- phone number (specify whether to include in the alert or not) - A text message or call will be 
made to confirm the alert

(Numbers 8, 15 and 16 shall be communicated in private - for 8 and 16 specify if you want they
are on the alert - otherwise the chip will be on alert on the official website (invisible) and our

phone number be apparent, we will send)

17- Have you informed the mayor and the police? If so, name of the person following the case and
phone number job

Thank you.

Contact Information: 06 74 38 31 17 or topchevaux@gmail.com or topchevaux@hotmail.fr
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